NAKAYAMA BUTSUDANS
sales@nakayamabutsudans.com
(503)233-2200
2444 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD PORTLAND, OR 97214

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF TRADITIONAL BUTSUDANS AND BUTSUGU ACCESSORIES IN THE UNITED STATES.

NO SALES TAX

*Fits Standard or Large Gohonzon

6235 Ebony Butsudan*
Automatic inner doors
75”H 42”W 32”D
Light included
$19,450 $14,995

53 Cherry Deluxe Butsudan*
57”H 29.75”W 23”D
Light included
$4,399 $3,999
Riser available
Accessories not included

50 Pagoda Style Butsudan* with or without Ornaments
Cherry (left), ebony (right) or black
LED Light included
30”H 17.5”W 8”D
$750 $699

6225 Walnut (left) or Persimmon (right)
Butsudan* with Light & Drawer
LED Light included
26”H 14”W 7”D
$275
Add S.G.I. or Crane Logo for $7

6235 SP 20 Butsudan*
Brown Maple (left), Cherry (right) or Mahogany
23.75”H 14.5”W 6.5”D
$118 with LED Light

20 Walnut (left) or Persimmon (right)
Butsudan* with Light & Drawer
LED Light included
26”H 14”W 7”D
$275
Add S.G.I. or Crane Logo for $7

20 Walnut (left) or Persimmon (right)
Butsudan* with Light & Drawer
LED Light included
26”H 14”W 7”D
$275
Add S.G.I. or Crane Logo for $7

Powdered Incense
Premium Kyara (Smoke) $10
Regular (Smoke) $5
Floral (Less Smoke) $5
Sandalwood (Less Smoke) $5

Powered Incense Burner
Premium Black or Ebony (left) $65
Black (right) $45
Add S.G.I. or Crane Logo for $5
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* Fits Standard or Large Gohonzon

NO SALES TAX
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Small Bell Sets:
No. 2.3 (2.6” Diameter) $14
No. 2.8 (3.8” Diameter) $26

Medium Bell Sets:
No. 3 (3.6” Diameter) $50
No. 4 (5” Diameter) $75
No. 4.5 (5.6” Diameter) $90
No. 5 (6.75” Diameter) $145

Large Bell Sets:
No. 6 (7.75” Diameter) $175
No. 7 (8.5” Diameter) $265
No. 8 (9.5” Diameter) $305

Lotus Flower with Vases:
Medium 10” Tall $99
Large 14” Tall $120

7 Piece Cherry or White Butsugu Set (Metal) $250
*Add $22 for Small Silk Greens

Battery Candles (left)
Medium 6.5” Tall $30
Large 9” Tall $34
Extra Large 10.5” Tall $60

Electric Candles (right)
Medium 7.5” Tall $35
Large 9” Tall $45
Extra Large 10” Tall $60

Gifts:
Medium Bear (Brown or Pink) $8.50
Includes Mini Beads
Small Bear (Brown, White or Pink) with Strap $6.50 Includes Mini Beads
S.G.I. Crystal Keychain $12
S.G.I. Pin $7 $6

S.G.I. Logos (Metal) For Butsudans:
Extra Small (0.85” Diameter) $4.50
Small (1.2” Diameter) $5
Medium (1.8” Diameter) $7
Large (2.5” Diameter) $11

S.G.I. Portable Omamori Gohonzon Altars & Cases:
A. Omamori Gohonzon Butsudan $109 $99
B. Plastic Omamori Case $15 $9.95
C. Wooden Omamori with Pouch $19
D. Beaded Omamori Pouch with Chain $15 $13.95
E. Omamori Case with Chain $19.95 $14.95

19 Black or White Butsudan
Fits the Standard Gohonzon Only
22”H 15”W 7”D $35

S.G.I. Crystal Keychains

S.G.I. Logos (Metal) For Butsudans:
Extra Small (0.85” Diameter) $4.50
Small (1.2” Diameter) $5
Medium (1.8” Diameter) $7
Large (2.5” Diameter) $11

S.G.I. Logos (Metal) For Butsudans:

S.G.I. 6” Tall Stands (left) $79 $59
S.G.I. 4.5” Tall Stands with Sakura Flowers (right) $75

Prices, design and gold ornaments are subject to change without notice. Some items have limited availability. Measurements may vary slightly. Colors are of the best representation within graphic limits.